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every night after practice the twins would leave after everyone else, it was pretty common to
see them "practicing" late.
usually when everyone leaves, they're still setting snd spiking, until 7:30 then they would
start to pack up and go home.
once they left, they were holding hands in osamu's jacket pocket without saying a word. this
is totally normal for them
however atsumu had other plans. he stopped in his tracks and osamu said "tsumu? what's
wrong?" atsumu didnt say anything
he just kissed osamu and pointed at the alley way that was in between and convenient store
and another building and smirked.
osamu was confused until he realized.
"ya wanna do it there?" atsumu nodded and told him that he thought it would be fun trying
to be sneaky
osamu thought about it for a minute then agreed, it was already dark out anyway so who
would even come by there? right?
~
some time went by and atsumu was getting railed up against a cold brick wall. it was kind of
uncomfortable to fick standing up
but hot nonetheless
that's when atsumu noticed a servalence camera that belonged to the local konbini. he
smirked and when osamu saw what he was looking at, he smirked too
"ya like being watched? ya like it when people watch you get dicked down in the middle of an
alley way?" atsumu couldn't say

anything, all he could do was hum in response "yer such a dirty whore ya know that?"
atsumu was about to cum from all the degrading he was getting, osamu felt it too "just hold
out a little for me"
atsumu couldn't take it anymore, "sa-samu, m-m' gonna-" osamu went harder
and said
"cum for me"
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